The first is the language of quantifier-free first-order logic, which is shown to be complete for the non-restricted case.
tional data bases.
Since the set of computable queries on such data bases is not closed under even simple relational operations, one must either make do with a very humble claas of queries or considerably restrict the class of allowed data bases. We define two query languages, one for each of these possibilities, and prove their completeness.
The first is the language of quantifier-free first-order logic, which is shown to be complete for the non-restricted case.
The second is an appropriately modified version of Chandra and Harel's complete language QL, which is proved complete for the case of "highly symmetric" data bases,
i.e., ones whose set of automorphisms is of finite index for each tuple-width. We also address the related notion of BP-completeness.
Introduction
Computer scientists are interested predominantly in finite objects. Insofar aa they are interested in infinite objects, these must be countable and computable, i.e., recursive, thus admitting an effective finite representation.
Recursive graphs have been studied quite extensively in the past. These can be viewed simply as recursive binary relations over the natural numbers (here N serves, without loss of generality, as the set of nodes).
Many properties of recursive graphs have been investigated, and have been shown to be undecidable (see, e.g., [Bel, Be2, BG] We may define a recursive model, or a recursive relational data base, simply as a finite tuple of recursive relations (not necessarily binary) over some countable domain. We thus obtain a natural generalization of the notion of a finite relational data basel. Recursive models have been the subject of much work in classical model theory (see, e.g., the survey [NR] ). However, no work seems to have been done from the perspective of data bases.
The consideration of infinite, recursive data bases is not without justification: Tables of trigonometric  functions, for example, can be viewed as a recursive data base, since we might be interested in the sines or cosines of infinitely many angles. Instead of keeping them all in a table, which is impossible, we keep rules for computing the values from the angles, and vice versa, which is really just to say that we have an effective way of telling whether an edge is present between nodes i and j in an infinite graph -the precise notion of a recursive graph.
Recursive data bases appear to constitute a fertile area for research, raising theoretical and practical questions concerning the computability and complexity of queries and update operations, and the power and flexibility y of appropriate e query languages. In this paper, we propose to initiate such research, by addressing the problem of capturing the class of computable queries over recursive data bases, the motivation being borrowed from [CH] . This difficulty can be overcome in essentially two ways. The first is to accept the situation as is; that is, to resign ourselves to the fact that on recursive data bases the class of computable queries will necessarily be very humble, and then to try to capture that class in a (correspondingly humble) complete query language.
The second is to restrict the data bases, so that the standard kind of queries will preserve computability, and then to try to establish a reasonable completeness result for these restricted inputs. The first case will give rise to a rich class of data bases but a poor class of queries, and in the second these will be reversed.
In both cases, of course, in addition to being Turing computable, the queries will also have to satisfy the consistency criterion of [CH] , more recently termed genericityw hereby queries must preserve isomorphisms.
In way of pursuing both of these approaches, we prove two results. In Section 2 we define recursive data bases and computable queries and show that the language of quantifier-free first-order relational calculus is complete.
This shows that the class of computable queries on general recursive data bases is indeed extremely restricted.
At the heart of the proof is a notion we call local isomorphism, which is defined over pairs (1?, u) , where B is a data base and u is a tuple over B's domain.
We show that for each tuple- for all 1~i < k (i.e., h is one-one onto, and for all i, (ul, . .., Us, ) 6 Ri iff (h(ul) , , u) and (Bz, v) are isomorphic, written (Bl, u) S (Bz, v), if there is an isomorphism between B1 and B2 taking u to v. [Bl, u) and (B2, v) are locally isomorphic, written "(~1, u) =1 (Bz: v), if the restriction of B1 to the elements of u and the restriction of B2 to the elements of v are isomorphic.
Obviously,~1 is an equivalence relation. .,, h(un)) E Q(B2)).
locally generic,
if it preserves local isomorphisms;
i.e., for all B1, B2, u, v, 
Proposition 1. If Q is a recursive r-query, then Q is generic iff Q is locally generic.
Proof: Let Q be a recursive r-query of type a. Let
Bl, B2 be r-db's and U,V be n-tuples. and v @ Q(B2), Since Q is recursive,~is recursive too. Let A4 be a Turing machine that computes @, and let al and U2 be the computation paths of&f on (l?l, u) and (B2, v), respectively.
We may assume that M's only access to its inputs is such that, during its computation on some (B, u) , M asks questions of the form: "is x G R?", where R is a relation in B, and z is a tuple over D(B i.e., if (BI, u) G Q and
Proofi Let Q be a locally generic r-query.
1.
2.
Follows immediately from the definition. But Q has to produce a relation -which is a set of tuples of some common rank -for each r-db. On the other hand, the full infinite clique is highly symmetric.
Here is an example of another highly symmetric graph:
I I """ A A""" u n"""+-l+"""
A characteristic tree for B is any tree, TB, satisfying the following:
The root of TB is A. The rest of the vertices are labelled with elements from D, such that the labels along each path from the root form a tuple that is a representative of an equivalence class of~B.
The whole tree covers representatives of all such classes. We assume that no two paths form representatives of the same class.
We represent a highly symmetric data base B as a tuple 1. Terms take on as values finite sets of representatives of equivalence classes of =B of some common rank, which are those labeling paths in TB; i.e., at any given point during the computation of a program, each term contains the labels along some paths in Tn for some n.
2. The operators of QL.: Let e and~be terms of rank n. q e n f is defined in the usual way.
.~eis~-e, q e~cent ains all extensions of n-tuples in e by one element on the right that are in Tn+l.
. e J cent ains those t uples from Tn -1 that are equivalent to tuples obtained by projecting out the first coordinate from the tuples in e. The programs of QL$ thus really run on CB. As in [CH] , the result of applying a program P to CB is undefined if P does not halt; otherwise it is the contents of some fixed variable, say Xl.
Definition
12. Let Q be an hs-r-query of type a.
A program P expresses
Q if for every hs-r-db B of type a, P(CB ) s Q(CB ) for each CB representing B; i.e., either P(CB) and Q(CB) are both undefined, In order to prove that (Vll,. ... V1~) = V~+l, we show that for all u, v c However, if such a complete language L would exist, this problem would be arithmetical, as follows: Given two recursive graphs Gl = (VI, El) In addition, there are no candidates for being equivalent to b other than c, due to the element a (which is the only element in RI, and is connected only to b and c). Hence, in order to determine that G1 and G2 are not isomorphic, it suffices to check that there exists an expression in L which, when applied to B, expresses the singleton relation {b}.
Since L is effective, this check can be shown to be in Z:.D efinition 18.
A language is BP-hs-r-complete if for each hs-r-db B, it expresses precisely the recursive highly symmetric relations that preserve the isomorphisms of B. 
